RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
st Race The Godspeed Plate Div - II
Cl-IV, 20-46, 5 years old and over, (0 to 19 eligible).
1
WARRIOR CLAN
Pn19 - 26 ⁄ (152) was observed to have an abrasion at the right hind fetlock.

1000 Mts.

10 19

TURMERIC TOWER
M19-20 - 22⁄201275 jumped out slow losing about 2 lengths at the start. 262⁄201637 met interference approaching 100
metres. Pn20 - 2911⁄20158 met interference passing the 800 metres. 2712⁄20530 met interference at the start.
Pn19 - 149⁄19852 jumped outwards starting & bumped and was tightened for room and had to be checked, at the start
had an abrasion at both fore fetlock and left hind fetlock. M19-20 - 21⁄20(68) veered out despite the riders efforts passing the 150 metres. 232⁄201564
bumped approaching the 600 metres and shifted in approaching the 400 metres. 123⁄201833 jumped inwards at the start.

GRAND ARCHITECT

M18-19 - 134⁄192372 met interference soon after the start and was observed to drift out and finished the race on the
extreme outside. After the race, Jockey reported that his mount hung out in the straight. Pn19 - 118⁄19283 met interference soon after the start & Jockey
reported that his mount was running erratic despite his efforts to keep a straight course and after the winning post tried to whip around. 1210⁄191284 met
interference at the start & was observed to have an abrasion at the left eyebrow. M19-20 - 162⁄201457 met interference and had to be steadied approaching
300 metres.

MONK

M19-20 - 132⁄2013710 jumped inwards at the start. 262⁄201597 met interference soon after the start. Pn20 - 2911⁄20159
had injuries in both eyes (left eye mild ulcer and right eye sore). 1312⁄203211 received checked passing 700 meters. 2712⁄20539 planted in its stall thus losing
considerable ground.

ISINIT
AME

Pn20 - 2711⁄2042 Jockey reported that his mount hung out in the straight.

SENIORITY

M19-20 - 112⁄19185 Jockey reported that his mount hung-in under pressure. 12⁄2011914 was observed to have broken

a blood vessel.

BRAVE
(mild ulcer).

1312⁄203212

M19-20 - 83⁄201735 jumped outwards at the start. Pn20 - 2911⁄2099 jumped outwards at the start & had left eye injury
had left eye injury.

MARIANNE

Pn20 - 2711⁄20213 Jockey reported that his mount hung out throughout the race. 2712⁄205614 jumped outwards amd

met interference at the start.
M18-19 - 73⁄191736 leaned outwards approaching 600 metres. 313⁄192186 met interference at the start and jumped
inwards and Jockey was observed to have used the whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount. Pn19 - 289⁄191106 jumped outwards at the start.

POWERFUL STAR
COLOSSEUM

Pn19 - 159⁄198813 met interference soon after the start.

THEA’S PET
Pn19 - 2610⁄1915715 jumped out slow losing about a length at the start. M19-20 - 2712⁄19599 jumped out throwing its
head. Pn20 - 2711⁄2012 had right eye injury (sore).
nd Race The Fair Always Plate Div - I
Cl-4y, Maiden
1200 Mts.

2
RISING SUN

M19-20 - 2411⁄19143 App reported that his mount was running green. 161⁄20923 Jockey reported that his mount
maintained an erratic course. and had wolf tooth on the left side. 232⁄201539 jumped inwards, bumped and was steadied soon after the start.

SERGIO

Pn20 - 2711⁄2077 met interference and had to be steadied passing 1000 metres.

PENSE’E

M19-20 - 22⁄2012410 met interference and had to be steadied passing the 200 metres.

SPARKLING GLORY

Pn20 - 1112⁄202610 had left eye injury.

SPRINGBOK

Pn20 - 612⁄202211 had injuries to both eyes. 2712⁄205513 was observed to have a cut injury at the left fore fetlock.

Pn20 - 2012⁄20448 met interference and had to be steadied along the rails passing 300 metres.
rd Race The Guest Connections Plate
Cl-V’, 4-30
2000 Mts.

WHO DARES WINS

3
APRILIS

M19-20 - 241⁄20(112) jumped inwards at the start. 92⁄201343 met interferenc in the final stages of the race.

BgS19 - 217⁄191392 drifted out violently after passing the 250 Metres. M19-20 - 123⁄201846 received checked passing
300mts. and Jockey reported that his mount was distracted throughout the race and was not galloping freely. was found to be sore by the left fore leg.
Pn20 - 2711⁄2086 leaned inwards passing 1000 metres.

ASPIRATION

MANDEVILLE

Pn20 - 2512⁄20487 planted in the stall thus losing considerable ground at the start.

MARRAKESH

Pn20 - 2911⁄20138 had left eye injury (sore, lacrimation).

MOON RIVER

M19-20 - 51⁄20745 met interference along the rails passing the 300mts.

M19-20 - 232⁄201533 met interference and marginally slow to begin at the start. Pn20 - 612⁄20226 bumped at the start
and leaned imwards passing 800 mts.

CIRCLE OF LOVE

M19-20 - 2912⁄19659 was steadied at the start. 123⁄201824 leaned inwards passing 1400mts. Pn20 - 2911⁄20120 found
to be sore by the left hind leg, as such, the filly was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn. 2712⁄205811 jumped outwards at the start & was found to
be sore by the right hind leg.

BRIANNA

MELISANDRE

M19-20 - 2212⁄19507 met interference passing the 400 metres.

SILVER STORM

M19-20 - 2712⁄19547 jumped out slow losing about a length at the start. 181⁄201048 met interference at the start.

Pn19 - 168⁄19444 App reported the loss of whip passing the 300 metres. On questioning, he stated that the whip had
slipped out of his hand. M19-20 - 123⁄201823 App reported that his reins slipped passing the 400mts. which he regained soon after. and App stated that
his mount had veered out and thereafter in his attempt to correct the same from the 300mts. Pn20 - 612⁄20160 observed to have broken, due to which
Jockey had to stop riding passing 1000mts.

THE PIE

M19-20 - 161⁄20947 met interference at the start and was marginally slow to begin. 92⁄201298 jumped outwards at the
start.
th Race The Desert Lightning Plate
Cl-III, 40-66, (20 to 39 eligible).
1400 Mts.

JACK FLASH

4
KARIEGA

Pn19 - 168⁄19434 jumped out slow losing about a length at the start & met interference passing 200 metres. M19-20
- 2112⁄19446 was observed to have a cut injury at the right hind tendon. 12⁄20(117) was observed to have used the whip in excess of the prescribed limit
on his mount.

M19-20 - 21⁄20(69) met interference at the start. Pn20 - 612⁄20195 met interference soon after the start. 2712⁄20572 was
observed to have stumbled due to a tightly packed field and was steadied passing 800 metres.

BARACK

VAN DYKE
start.

M17-18 - 183⁄182363 met interference Passing the 1400 metres. BgS18 - 246⁄18874 met interference soon after the

MAJESTIC WARRIOR
M19-20 - 181⁄20993 met interference negotiating the final bend. and Jockey reported that his mount was inclined
outwards throughout the race. Pn20 - 2711⁄2038 was observed to have brushed the rails and was steadied approaching 800 metres & had to be checked
passing 300 metres and had injury in both eyes (sore). 1112⁄20233 jumped outwards at the start.
Pn19 - 267⁄1990 played up in the stall & the gelding was withdrawn before coming under the Starters order . 79⁄19763
met interfernce had to be steadied passing the 300 metres & had injury to both eyes (sore eye, lacrimation). M19-20 - 12⁄20(115) jumped outwards at the
start and Jockey reported that his mount hung-in despite his efforts. and found to be sore by the left fore leg.

BAIT AND SWITCH

Pn19 - 248⁄19516 was found to be sore by the right fore leg. M19-20 - 1512⁄19335 was scoped at the Clubs Equine
Hospital after the races and found to have Guttural Pouch Empyema and URTI (Gr.II) mucopus in the trachea.

PRINCESS ANNABEL

Pn19 - 108⁄19267 jumped outwards at the start and was denied a clear passage and had to be held approaching 300
metres. M19-20 - 241⁄201104 After being stalled Jockey reported that the bit on his mount shifted to one side, as such the same was corrected. and
bumped approaching the 300 metres.
th Race The Homi Mody Trophy
Cl-I, 80 and upward, Foreign Jockeys Eligible, (60 to 79 eligible).
2000 Mts.

OUI SAUVAGE

5
RAEES

M19-20 - 1512⁄19375 met interference at the start.

BgS19 - 98⁄191834 was found to have pulled up lame on right fore. Pn19 - 229⁄191052 had right eye injury (sore eye).
M19-20 - 22⁄201235 had to be checked approaching the 300 metres.

ROBERTA

Pn19 - 219⁄19952 had right eye injury (sore eye). 1310⁄191402 met interference at about 200 metres. Pn20 - 2012⁄20432
took a fly jump thus losing about 3 lengths at the start.

WIZARD OF STOCKS
TROUVAILLE

22⁄201252

straight.
the 200 metres.

Pn19 - 1310⁄19(140) had right eye injury (sore, lacrimation), M19-20 - 91⁄20862 met interference from the top of the
tightened for room and had to be checked soon after the start. Pn20 - 2012⁄20436 met interference and had to be steadied approaching

M19-20 - 112⁄19203 jumped inwards at the start. 51⁄20752 jumped out awkwardly throwing its head at the start. Pn20
- 2012⁄20434 marginally slow to begin causing it to be checked at the start.

TRULY EPIC

IN IT TO WIN IT
Pn19 - 38⁄19176 had to be checked at the start & met interference approaching 550mts & Trainer fine for comparative
performance. 248⁄19(47) An enquiry has been initiated into the improved performance. M19-20 - 2212⁄19494 App reported that his mount hung-in in the
straight.
th Race The Godspeed Plate Div - I Cl-IV, 20-46, 5 years old and over, (0 to 19 eligible).
1000 Mts.

6
BELENUS

Pn19 - 219⁄19982 met interference soon after the start. 1310⁄191376 met interference at the start. M19-20 - 2712⁄19586
jumped inwards at the start and had to be checked soon after the start. Pn20 - 2712⁄20569 leaned outwards at the start.
M19-20 - 112⁄19(23) jumped outwards at the start. 812⁄19246 jumped inwards at the start and was observed to have
broken a blood vessel . 181⁄201028 was observed to have broken a blood vessel.

GODSWORD
RON

Pn19 - 2610⁄191507 jumped out slow losing about 2 lengths at the start. M19-20 - 2912⁄19(60) jumped outwards at the

start.

FINE TUNE

M19-20 - 162⁄201488 Jockey was observed to have lost his whip. Pn20 - 612⁄20175 jumped inwards at the start.

PLEIADES

Pn19 - 248⁄19485 met interference passing the 100 metres & had left eye injury (sore). M19-20 - 132⁄201379 met

interference from the 250 Metres.

M18-19 - 293⁄192147 took a fly jump thus losing about a length at the start. and bumping passing 300 metres Pn19 got restless and kept rearing up and thereafter was not allowing the rider to mount, as such, the gelding was withdrawn. 289⁄191119 jumped
out slow losing considerable ground at the start & had right eye injury (sore eye). M19-20 - 1711⁄1979 met interference approaching the 1000 metres. 2912⁄19637
reared up as the start was effected resulting in the gelding losing considerable ground at the start. and had a gum injury.

COLLEGIUM
158⁄19380

M18-19 - 73⁄1917713 met interference soon after the start and drifted out despite the Jockeys efforts and raced on the
extreme outside and in view of this behavior from the top of the straight. Pn19 - 159⁄19880 found to be sore by the right fore leg, as such, the gelding was
certified unfit to race and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds. M19-20 - 51⁄20806 received checked in the final stages of the race. 132⁄201375 met
interference at the start and was observed to have drifted out from the 250 Metres. Pn20 - 1312⁄20327 had right eye injury.

DANCING LANCES

MS BOSS
the 200 metres.
cannon.

123⁄2018410

M19-20 - 181⁄201026 bumped at the start. 232⁄201568 met interference approaching the 600 metres and again passing
was observed to have a cut injury at the left fore. Pn20 - 2712⁄205611 was observed to have a cut injury at the right hind

Pn19 - 229⁄1910414 had left eye injury (sore eye, lacrimation, corneal ulcer). M19-20 - 2411⁄191610 had left eye injury
(sore, lacrimation). 262⁄201639 met interference approaching 200 metres. Pn20 - 2911⁄201512 was slow to start & Jockey reported that he was not ready
for the start.

ALPINE EXPRESS

Pn19 - 168⁄194512 jumped out slow losing about 2 lengths. 1310⁄19(136) met interference at about 200 mts. M19-20 Jockey reported that his mount was running green in the straight. 12⁄2011510 met interference approaching the 300 metres.

ALAUDDIN KHILJI
1512⁄19385

M19-20 - 2212⁄19466 took a fly jump & was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start, bumped passing
the 100 metres, was found to be sore by the right fore leg. 12⁄2011912 jumped outwards at the start and found to be sore by the right fore leg.

NORTHERN SINGER

M19-20 - 1512⁄193411 met interference at the start & Jockey reported that his mount was running green. 161⁄20886
jumped outwards at the start. and Jockey reported that his mount hung out throughout the race and was observed to have lost its left fore shoe.

PHOENIX SPIRIT

M19-20 - 91⁄20815 App reported the loss of whip approaching the 200mts. 132⁄201424 jumped inwards at the start.
th Race The Vallabhdas H Adwalia Trophy
Cl-IV, 20-46, (0 to 19 eligible).
1400 Mts.

SALTBAE

7
DUMAS

M18-19 - 134⁄192342 took a fly jump. Pn19 - 38⁄19196 met interference passing 300 metres & found to have a clip injury
on the right hind bulb of heel. M19-20 - 2212⁄19483 jumped outwards at the start & Jockey was observed to have put his hands down thereby losing a
certain second place in the final stages of the race, Jockey has been suspended for two race days.

EXOTIQUE
M19-20 - 2212⁄19504 met interference passing the 400 metres. Md20-21 - 1512⁄20440 bumped met interference
approaching the 500 metres and ran riderless.
GUARNERIUS
M19-20 - 12⁄2011511 bumped at the start and received checked approaching the 1000 metres and met interference in
the final stages of the race. 83⁄201732 met interference and was steadied at the start. and was found to be sore by the left fore leg. Also, the gelding had
an injury at the left fore inner bulb of heel.
Pn19 - 1210⁄191295 met interference soon after the start & had a gum injury. M19-20 - 162⁄201455 was observed to

DREAMS
have broken a blood vessel.

Pn19 - 2610⁄191514 jumped outwards at the start & was found to be sore by the let fore leg. M19-20 - 91⁄20843 met
interference approaching the 1100mts. and was found to be sore by the left fore leg. 12⁄2011810 was found to be sore by the left fore leg.

MOUNT OLYMPUS
ITS A DEAL

top of the straight.

12⁄201152

Pn19 - 2610⁄191515 Jockey suspend for unsatisfactory riding on his mount. M19-20 - 21⁄20664 met interference at the
met interference approaching the 300 metres. Pn20 - 2911⁄201010 had left eye injury (sore).

BLAZING BAY

M19-20 - 12⁄201198 met interference passing the 1000 metres.

MARVIN

M19-20 - 21⁄20716 had injury to both eyes (sore). Pn20 - 1312⁄20315 leaned inwards passing 400 metres.

M19-20 - 162⁄201472 had to be checked and dropped back approaching 900 metres. and leaned outwards passing 200
met interference passing 400 metres.
metres. Pn20 th Race The Fair Always Plate Div - II
Cl-4y, Maiden
1200 Mts.

ACCENTURE

2911⁄201110

8
DESERT FIRE

M19-20 - 181⁄201013 met interference and had to be steadied approaching the 900 metres. and Jockey reported that
his mount hung out in the early part of the race and had right eye injury (sore). Pn20 - 2712⁄20554 was marginally slow to begin and met interference at
the start.

FASSBINDER

Pn20 - 1312⁄20314 was observed to have over-reached thereby clipping the heels and stumbled, approaching 500

metres.

RAYS OF SUN

Pn20 - 2711⁄2065 met interference passing 200 metres.

SMOKIN’ HOT

M19-20 - 132⁄201415 received checked passing the 450 metres.

STAR SINCERITY

Pn19 - 1210⁄191307 dislodged its rider and bolted off towards the starting point.

